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Tradeshow Hits its Stride in 2013.
Self-Storage
By John Donegan
Send Ideas for 2014!

A

Steve Tranni, President

s the owner of a self-storage facility, you’re in a unique position to
host community events. You have access to tenants with different
backgrounds and skill sets, and you have the physical space to
handle a crowd.
With a little creativity, it’s easy to pack the premises full of potential
tenants. Although it may seem daunting and cost-prohibitive at first glance,
hosting on-site events can be inexpensive and extremely effective.
In the past, we’ve asked storage owners to share their creative marketing
strategies with us, and we’ve seen haunted houses, NFL tailgating parties, art
exhibits and wild parties.

Know Your Tenants
If you have tenants who are aspiring musicians, ask them whether they’d like
to perform at your facility. Or perhaps tenants have access to tents, bouncy
houses or film projectors they could donate for the day.

I would like to begin this quarterly message
with a big “Thank You” to the MASSA and
CTSSA members who attended and supported
this year’s trade show, the vendors who came
and worked the booths, our various sponsors,
speakers, the committee members, Lorna, and
our volunteers who worked diligently for the
past twelve months to put it all together. You
may be thinking that this is a lot of people to
thank. If you think about this list, you will
realize that it contains all the people who
made the show a success. If any element of
this list was missing, the show would have
been incomplete and I feel the show was a
success. So again, Thank You All! Putting
this show together is not an easy task. We
attempt to avoid redundancy and look for
new ideas, presenters and topics to present
in our educational break outs. This can be a
challenge considering that this is our 15th trade
show. One of the highlights of this show was
a legislative update from Mark Malloy, our
lobbyist from Lynch Associates. He did a great
job updating everyone on the process we have
been undertaking and what lies ahead. His
presentation was informative and he presented
the facts in a format that was easy to follow and
digest. The second highlight was a presentation
from Mark Wayshak, bestselling author of “The
Selling Game”. Mark presented key elements
from his book that focused on successful sales
strategies. I know from the feedback I received
that these two gentlemen were well received.

Continued on page 4

Continued on page 3

Involve Local Businesses
As Nashville’s MusicCityGal writes on Self Storage Talk, “Market [your event]
as a ‘community event’ and businesses will donate just for the exposure.”
Local businesses will often donate gift cards, T-shirts, and coupons for goods
and services.
MusicCityGal also hosts an annual yard sale at her facility, where tenants
set up tables in front of their units and sell household items. In response to
speculation that tenants may sell all their items and no longer have a need for
a storage unit, she writes, “I have never had a tenant move out. What typically
happens is my tenants buy each other’s stuff. And a lot of them bring stuff
from home that they do not keep in their units.”
All across the country, community yard sales are becoming increasingly
common.
Sponsor Youth Sports Teams
By allowing a local team, Boy Scout troop or cheerleading squad to host a car
wash or raffle at your facility, you not only provide a great community service,
but you bring positive attention to your business.
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MEMBER NEWS
MASSA contacted members and asked for their financial support for
both our Legislative Fund and our PAC Fund. The members who have
responded to this request as of March 24, 2013 are listed below. We
thank them for their support and assistance in helping us to improve
business for the self storage industry in Massachusetts. Thank you:
• A Plus Self Storage
• A Storage Solution
• All American Self Storage
Methuen
• Ashland Mini Storage
• Ashland’s 126 Self Storage
• Casey Storage Solutions
• Colony Storage Group
• Framingham Self Storage

• Grafton Self Storage
• Planet Self Storage
• Hyde Park Storage
• Store Rooms
• Stor-Safe
• Sure-Lock Storage
• Traveler Storage
• Waltham Self Storage

Help us make this list grow! If you haven’t responded to our request,
please consider a business donation of $250/facility to our Legislative
Fund (business check) with checks payable to MASSA. Also consider a
personal donation of $250 to our PAC or Political Action Campaign
(must be personal check and contributions must not exceed $500/year)
with your personal check made payable to MASSA PAC.
Mail contributions to: MASSA, 17 Rivendell Road, Marlborough, CT
06447-1260.

Call the office if you have questions, 417-600-4481

Welcome New Members
Kristine Collins
Ponderosa Insurance Agency – Repwest Insurance
Co., Phoenix, AZ
Matt Robertson
M&M Merchant Services, Haverhill, MA
Aaron Swerdlin
NGKF Capital Markets, Houston, TX

MEMBER’S SHARE
Submit your news item, funny story or best practice to
share with other members. We are also seeking
announcements about member promotions, acquisitions, etc.
Send your item to lbolduc@maselfstorage.org with
“MASSA News Item” in the subject line and your story or item
either attached as a Word doc or as the email message.
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GOVERNMENT UPDATE

MASSA’s Testifies on Priority Matters on Beacon Hill
With the 2013-2014 legislative session beginning to hit its full
stride, the Massachusetts Self-Storage Association (“MASSA”)
and Lynch Associates have spent considerable time before the
Massachusetts legislature. In January, MASSA worked with key
legislators to file legislation reforming the Commonwealth’s
archaic self-storage law and separate legislation clarifying
the sale of self-storage insurance. Between meetings with
Committee Chairmen and testifying at public hearings,
MASSA’s leadership has made Beacon Hill a virtual second
home.
On the first matter, MASSA filed Senate Bill 183 and House Bill
326, An Act Relative toImproving Notice Requirements for SelfStorage, to update archaic Massachusetts laws governing selfstorage. Key provisions of the legislation provide for electronic
notification, use of websites for attracting bidders, limitation of
liability and other provisions allowing Massachusetts to keep
pace with the updated standards being set in the rest of the
nation. MASSA was fortunate to get Senator Michael Moore,
last year’s sponsor, and Representative Joseph Wagner, House
Chairman of the Joint Committee on Economic Development
and Emerging Technology, to refile MASSA’s legislation. The
legislation was assigned to the Joint Committee on Economic
Development and Emerging Technologies. Accordingly, Steve
Tranni (MASSA President), Mike Kane (MASSA Legislative
Chairman), and Lynch Associates met with the respective
Committee Chairmen, Representative Wagner and Senator
Gale Candaras. As a result of these meetings, MASSA’s
legislation was slated for an early public hearing on April
11, 2013. At the public hearing, Steve Tranni and Mike Kane
testified about the importance of this legislation and, most
importantly, explained how the self-storage actually differs
from that which the public sees on “Storage Wars”.
With respect to the second matter, MASSA filed legislation,
House Bill 842, An Act Relative to Self-Storage Insurance, to
clarify the responsibilities of self-storage operators in offering
self-storage insurance. Key provisions of this legislation
provide for educating consumers about the limits of selfstorage insurance, the potential for duplication with existing
homeowner or automotive insurance, and other matters
necessary to ensure both self-storage operators and consumers
have the same expectations and necessary protections in
selling self-storage insurance. Upon filing of the legislation by
Representative Carlo Basile, MASSA leadership proceeded to
meet with the Chairmen of the Joint Committee on Financial
Services, the committee to which the legislation was previously
assigned. The meetings with Senator Anthony Petruccelli and
Representative Michael Costello, the Committee Chairmen,
were both informative and congenial. Again, MASSA’s
meetings led to an early public hearing for this legislation. On
May 8th, Steve Tranni and Mike Kane testified on behalf of the
association.

The Joint Committee on Economic Development and the
Joint Committee on Financial Services continue to consider
MASSA’s filed matters. With the respective House and
Senate deliberations on the fiscal year 2014 budget and new
revenue mechanisms for addressing the Commonwealth’s
transportation needs now past, it is our hope that the respective
Committees will now be able to consider and act on MASSA’s
filed matters. As they have throughout the session so far,
MASSA’s leadership and Lynch Associates will continue to
work with our sponsors, Committee Chairmen and staff to
secure a favorable recommendation for our filed matters.
As always, the strength of MASSA remains its membership.
With the new legislative session underway, please let MASSA
leadership know if you know any elected officials or their staff.
In navigating the legislative process, every contact or friend
can mean the difference between success or failure. With that
in mind, please be prepared to act if MASSA asks you to call or
e-mail your legislators. u
As always, if you have any questions or concerns about
MASSA’s legislation or the legislative process, please do not
hesitate to contact MASSA leadership or Lynch Associates.

Attention Members!
As the legislative session progresses,
MASSA will need your help. Please be
prepared to call or e-mail your elected
officials when asked. If your home or
company addresses are located in
Senator Moore’s, Representative Wagner’s,
or Representative Basile’s districts,
please let the association know at
massa@maselfstorage.org.
Likewise, please let MASSA know if you
know any other elected officials at the
State House. If you are unsure of who
represents your district, please visit
www.malegislature.gov/People/Search
and type in your city and zip code.
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Now we begin planning for next year’s show. If you have
any ideas for the 2014 show, please let us know. You may attend
a meeting and be impressed by a speaker or have a need for a
specific topic of education. Your input is needed. This is, after all,
your show. Those of you who attended received a show survey.
If you haven’t already completed it, please take a moment to do
that. It will serve as a roadmap for next year’s MASSA trade show
agenda.
During the show, we introduced our first affiliate vendor,
Matt Robertson of M&M Merchant Services. Matt has also
become a MASSA member and will soon be reaching out to
our membership to offer his services. Please keep in mind that
by supporting our vendor affiliates, you are supporting your
organization. The funds that MASSA will receive from these
vendors will be put to use to support future educational events
as well as funding various elements of the legislative actions we
are currently undertaking. The vendor affiliate program is also
a team effort. Do you have a vendor you would like to introduce
to MASSA? We are looking for vendors who provide a product
or service to our industry. If you do, please have them contact
Lorna and they will receive an application. Applications received
will be reviewed by our committee. Once approved, the new
vendor will be introduced to our membership.
Another element of trade show day is the holding of two
board meetings. The first meeting included the MASSA board of
directors. This meeting was followed by a joint meeting of both
CTSSA and MASSA board members. I am not sure if everyone
realizes that we work closely with CTSSA to roll out programs
that benefit both groups and schedule our events so that they are
spread out appropriately over the upcoming months. Currently
in the works is an advertising opportunity which would allow
vendors to purchase and place banner ads on our web sites.
If successful, this program will generate revenues for both
associations. The second new program being worked on is the
placement of a resource listing for our members on the web sites.
The resource guide should be a helpful tool for our membership
when seeking vendors for specific services or products.
When we end this year, we will be losing one of our directors.
Charlie Fritts who is also the current President of the CTSSA and
has served on the MASSA board for many years, will be ending
his MASSA term this year. Charlie has been a driving force
behind MASSA since I first became involved in 2000. He will
continue to serve as the CTSSA President. Thank You, Charlie,
for your many years of leadership, dedication, and contributions
to MASSA. You are appreciated! There will be a director’s seat
to be filled for 2014. Anyone who feels that they would like to
become involved, please contact any board member or Lorna. u

Prizes, Coupons and Giveaways
Inexpensive giveaways can help draw larger crowds. Flags
on Veterans Day, mini-pumpkins on Halloween and holiday
ornaments are popular choices. Coffee mugs and plastic cups
with your facility name on the side serve as advertisements for
years after your event.
A lucky spin on a wheel of fortune, a fortuitous discovery
during a scavenger hunt or a grab of candy spilling out from a
piñata can brighten a child’s day.
With Smartphone’s becoming more and more prevalent,
you should reward participants with prizes for “liking” your
Facebook page, “following” you on Twitter or both.
Piggyback on Big Events
Every year down here in Austin, we participate in South
by Southwest, a chaotic, two-week party/forum for artists and
executives to release new albums, films and tech products.
More than 30,000 people attended just the interactive portion
of SXSW in 2013. With a huge film festival and more 2,500
bands in town, Austin morphs into an even more bustling city
overnight.
If you’re a storage operator in Austin, it’s prudent to
piggyback on SXSW by screening films at your facility or
setting up a stage for aspiring musicians. Although the majority
of SXSW participants come from out of town, it’s still a prime
opportunity to get involved with the community and market
your facility as a fun, hip local business.
Wherever you live, your community most likely hosts major
events–bigger or smaller than SXSW–that very well could be
marketing opportunities for your facility. u
This article originally appeared on The Storage Facilitator.
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2013 Tradeshow Brings
Industry Together

Boston Seaport Self Storage
Under Construction
Conroy Development of Stoughton, MA is pleased to announce
construction is under way on Boston Seaport Self Storage, a stateof-the-art self-storage facility located at 380 E Street, a block
away from the Boston Convention Center in the revitalized Seaport
District of Downtown Boston. “We’re happy with the progress
we’re making and excited to be developing our first self-storage
project which we think is going to be one of the nicest facilities in
Boston,” said Terry Conroy, Jr., President of Conroy Development.
Construction started this past fall on the 4-story facility, which is expected to open this summer and
will feature climate-controlled storage units with all the amenities and technology found in a premier,
Class-A property, including a 140 kW solar PV system. Jim DiNardo of J. DiNardo Consulting in nearby
Reading, MA and long-time industry veteran has been working with Conroy Development throughout the
entitlement process and was hired full-time in September to manage this project and start the firm’s selfstorage practice. “I’m thrilled to be working with an experienced and committed developer like Conroy
Development and to be working on such a high-profile project in the heart of Boston’s fastest-growing
and hottest area,” commented DiNardo.
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The Secret to Budgeting Successfully

H

ave you built a budget before only to be discouraged,
aggravated, and questioning why you are doing
this in the first place? Let’s start at the beginning
– why is a budget necessary after all? The budget
could be as simple as taking last year’s actual results, bump up
the revenues and expenses a couple of percentages and “there
you go” – done. But that is not really a properly done budget.
Although I was an accountant and controller for nearly 20 years
and have done plenty of budgets, I find I am a procrastinator
when it comes to building a budget; but once I dive into it, it’s
a rewarding and beneficial exercise. The secret to building a
successful budget is to recognize that you are actually telling
a story. Properly done, a budget is a story of what is going to
happen. In literary terms, a budget is fiction as compared to
a financial statement which should be nonfiction. And like
any novel, a budget should be relevant, interesting, and many
details should be considered and explained. And because it’s a
story, it should be entertaining too. I don’t mean entertaining
in a whimsical sense, but it should be a complete story of what’s
going to happen; and since our livelihoods depends on the
business being successful – that’s entertaining.
As any author would do, before you write a story you need to
do research. For the budget story, you need to research what
happened in years prior. On the revenue side, when did you
do rent increases? When and what % increase? Were there
any other changes that should be noted that happened in
prior years? What about miscellaneous revenues and ancillary
income? I trust you are enjoying growing tenant insurance
participation. Look through the details and see what happened.
Don’t just look at what happened over the past year; look at the
monthly revenues for the past 2 maybe even 3 years to get a feel
for seasonality and average revenue growth patterns. Look at
move-ins and move-outs by month over the past 2 – 3 years
and maybe even by unit type.
The same goes for the expense side – research what happened
during the past 2 or 3 years. Do not only look at the dollar
expenses per month, but look at actual invoices too. When you
read an invoice you go from the abstract (a number) to a picture
full of information. For example, an electric bill will tell you a
12 month history of kilowatt consumption, and the rate per
kilowatt hour. Without reading this type information detail
you may make a wrong conclusion or miss an opportunity for
cost savings. Does a vendor offer a cash discount that you are
missing, or worse, are you being charged late fees? By going
through and reading the bills you may find other opportunities
for savings.
Once the research is done you are ready to write the story. To
begin, you must have goals. An important aspect of success is

working towards common goals and a budget is a means of
defining them. You may start with a stated goal such as “we
want to increase revenues by 3% next year”. This is now a theme
in the story, but now you have to write how that is going to
happen. Are we increasing rent rates, street rates, or sending
a rate increase to existing customers, if so, how much, when,
and who? If you are planning a rent rate increase, you can
be very detailed and download a tenant role and calculate a
hypothetical rent increase by tenant, or you may do a more
general approach.
Just as with revenues, the expense story is built and told the same
way. Line-by-line expenses need to be reviewed and forecasted
on a month-by-month basis. Some expenses are fixed (can’t be
changed), or semi-fixed (hard to change). Others are variable
and are incurred based on various conditions or situations.
Probably the most difficult expenses are the marketing expense
and maintenance and repairs. Marketing and maintenance is
difficult because they both ask the same question “how much
is enough”.
Once expenses have been developed, you may then read the
ending of the story which is Net Operating Income (NOI). NOI
is the foundation of almost all income producing property and
is the difference between revenues and expenses (not including
interest, income taxes, and amortization and depreciation). You
may do all of the above exercises very accurately, and the story
may not end well. If the NOI is not what you were hoping for, go
back and rework the story, but remember you are not writing
a fairy tale and the story should be believable as it is supposed
to be a forecast of what the organization is actually capable of
achieving. It is probably a good idea to factor in some slack in
the budget. I am not saying that you should pad the budget and
write an easy budget, but while writing a budget that is “tight”
may make the NOI look better, but it can be discouraging and
frustrating if nothing can be achieved.
Now that the budget is written, don’t put it away and forget
about it. It is meant to be used. Share the budget with your
employees and coworkers. Perhaps they were already involved
in building pieces of the budget. As the year progresses and
the actual results are compared to the budget you will have a
renewed appreciation of the variances between the actual and
budgeted amounts and the amount of effort and team work that
is required to achieve positive variances from the budget. u
Reprinted with permission from StorSmart Insurance.
Contact Damon Emerson, 888-545-7627, demerson@
storsmartinsurance.com, www.storsmartinsurance.com
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Thanks for letting Call Potential sponsor
lunch the 2013 Northeast Tradeshow!
The custom tools that corporate operators use for more
rentals & a true marketing ROI — are now within reach to small
and mid-sized owners.

85%

of operators require follow-ups to
fact:
pursue rentals from undecided consumers.
reality: Only
this task.

7% of facilities actually execute

(SOURCE: NDS TELE-RESEARCH TO 324 OPERATIONS. NOV 2012 – FEB. 2013)

The system to attack this opportunity has been perfected by
the owners at Next Door Storage — and detailed client feedback
from over 200 U.S. locations.
Call Potential delivers 26% more rental conversions. Lowers ad
& marketing expenses by 30-45%. Eliminates hours of work
in your collections process and empowers site-managers in under
60 days...guaranteed.
Winner of ISS Best in Technology Award for 2012.
Reserve an appointment time with us to discuss the possibilities.

Callpotential.com/schedule
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INTRODUCING OUR AFFILIATE MEMBER PROGRAM

Available to MASSA and CTSSA Members
We are pleased to announce the launch of our Affiliate Member Program. Designed to bring
value to our members, this program provides members with discounts that they might now
otherwise have access to as a nonmember. The program is new with plans to expand it over the
next year.
Our first Affiliate Member, M&M Merchant Services, is offering members discounted rates on
the credit card processing. MASSA and CTSSA members can take advantage of the discounts
by simply getting a quote. Matthew Robertson is exhibiting today and will be presenting a
roundtable. See below for more additional details.
Matthew Robertson, President and CEO of M&M Merchant Services, is a merchant service
provider with over 15 years of experience in the credit card processing industry. M&M Merchant
Services specializes in providing their customers with low rates and personalized service.
MASSA/CTSSA members will receive a free cost analysis of their credit card processing rates,
free PCI Compliance and free Authorize Net Gateway.

Note: This program is open to all suppliers interested in additional visibility with MASSA and CTSSA
members. To secure an Affiliate Member application, contact Lorna Bolduc (MASSA 617-600-4481 or
CTSSA 860-228-3624).
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